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Research highlights 

 The general assumption of a phonemic representational deficit in dyslexia has recently been 

questioned by an adult fMRI study showing no representational deficit 

 Using a similar fMRI design and analyses, children with a familial risk for dyslexia (grade 2) do 

display less distinctive phonemic representations in bilateral temporal regions 

 This finding was confirmed using distributed and local searchlight multivariate fMRI analyses 

and robust statistical testing 

 The observed representational deficit was driven by familial (genetic) risk and not by the 

eventual reading status obtained 

  



Abstract 

There is an ongoing debate whether phonological deficits in dyslexics should be attributed to (1) less 

specified representations of speech sounds, like suggested by studies in young children with a 

familial risk for dyslexia, or (2) to an impaired access to these phonemic representations, as 

suggested by studies in adults with dyslexia. These conflicting findings are rooted in between study 

differences in sample characteristics and/or testing techniques. The current study uses the same 

multivariate fMRI approach as previously used in adults with dyslexia to investigate phonemic 

representations in 30 beginning readers with a familial risk and 24 beginning readers without a 

familial risk of dyslexia, of whom 20 were later retrospectively classified as dyslexic. Based on fMRI 

response patterns evoked by listening to different utterances of /bA/ and /dA/ sounds, multivoxel 

analyses indicate that the underlying activation patterns of the two phonemes were distinct in 

children with a low family risk but not in children with high family risk. However, no group 

differences were observed between children that were later classified as typical versus dyslexic 

readers, regardless of their family risk status, indicating that poor phonemic representations 

constitute a risk for dyslexia but are not sufficient to result in reading problems. We hypothesize that 

poor phonemic representations are trait (family risk) and not state (dyslexia) dependent, and that 

representational deficits only lead to reading difficulties when they are present in conjunction with 

other neuroanatomical or –functional deficits.  
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Main 

1. Introduction 
Dyslexia is defined as a neurodevelopmental disorder that is characterised by persistent reading 

and/or spelling problems that cannot be explained by other factors such as IQ, motivation, sensory 

impairments and/or schooling (Peterson & Pennington, 2015). It sets lifelong hindrances to achieving 

academic and professional success, and it often affects a person’s psychosocial wellbeing (Boetsch, 

Green, & Pennington, 1996). To counter these negative long-term effects, it is of outmost importance 

to identify at an early stage children who will develop dyslexia later on. In fact, growing evidence 

shows that intervention studies at a pre-diagnostic age are more effective than later in life (Torgesen, 

2000, 2002; Wanzek & Vaughn, 2007). Yet early identification requires insight in the different factors 

that cause later reading and spelling deficits, and at the moment, the sensitivity and specificity of 

pre-diagnostic cognitive and neural measures is still insufficient to reliably predict and prevent 

dyslexia (for a review see Ozernov-Palchik & Gaab, 2016).  

This is not surprising when considering the multifactorial nature of dyslexia, that is, dyslexia is 

explained by a complex interplay of several cognitive and neural factors, with great inter-subject 

variability in the weighting of each of these factors (Pennington, 2006). Within this multifactorial 

framework, at an early age, phonological processing is often considered the most important factor 

relative to other reading-related skills such as visual attention, temporal auditory processing, oral 

language skills and short-term memory (Melby-Lervåg & Lervåg, 2012; Ramus, 2003; Saksida et al., 

2016). More specifically, relative to the other skills, phonological processing -and in particular 

phonemic awareness (Melby-Lervåg, Lyster, & Hulme, 2012)- shows the highest predictive power for 

later reading abilities (Ozernov-Palchik & Gaab, 2016), the largest discrepancy between dyslexic and 

typical readers (Melby-Lervåg et al., 2012; Mark W. Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 2015), the largest 

training effects on reading (Bus & Van Ijzendoorn, 1999) and the highest proportion of poorly 

performing dyslexics (Saksida et al., 2016). Since phonological processing tasks require a diverse set 

of mental operations on the underlying speech sound representations (i.e. manipulations, retrieval 



and storage), it has been a longstanding belief that a common root for these phonological problems 

lies in a poor quality of these representations (Snowling, 2000; Vellutino, Fletcher, & Snowling, 2004). 

However, when using phonological processing tasks, it is impossible to unravel whether phonological 

problems are rooted in the poor quality of the phonemic representations or in the metalinguistic 

processes operated upon them, also called the access problem (Ramus & Szenkovits, 2008). In our 

study, we will precisely target phonemic representations in the brain and investigate them at a pre-

diagnostic age. 

From a developmental perspective, phonemic representations are, in contrast to Chomsky’s earlier 

view (Chomsky & Halle, 1968), not innate but gradually constructed through input of the language 

environment, resulting in mother-language specific phonemic representations (Kuhl, 2004). This 

construction process seems to be dependent on two main mechanisms (Kuhl, 2004). First, the 

auditory ability to detect small acoustic changes in the speech signal (such as formant transitions or 

envelope dynamics), which contribute to phoneme identification (Diehl, 2008; Moore, 2008). Second, 

the ability to extract the distributional information of these acoustic cues within a natural language in 

order to learn which acoustic differences are relevant to distinguish different phoneme categories 

and which ones should be considered linguistically irrelevant - also referred to as statistical learning 

(Maye, Werker, & Gerken, 2002). In children and adults with dyslexia, poorer performance has been 

observed for both the auditory processing (Boets et al. 2011; Goswami, Power, Lallier, & Facoetti, 

2014; Hämäläinen, Salminen, & Leppänen; Vandermosten et al., 2010, 2011) and the statistical 

learning mechanism (Bonte, Poelmans, & Blomert, 2007; Gabay & Holt, 2015; Vandermosten et al., 

2018), which indirectly supports the idea that the resulting product – i.e. the phonemic 

representations - are not well formed or are immature in readers with dyslexia. This idea is further 

supported by deficits observed in children with dyslexia when tested via implicit phonological tasks 

that are designed to tap more directly on the underlying deficient representations, such as 

categorical perception (see meta-analysis of Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 2015), lexical gating and 

priming experiments (Boada & Pennington, 2006; Bonte & Blomert, 2004; Matsala, 1997). However, 



a series of similar experiments in adult university students did not find support for a problem related 

to the nature of phonological representations but rather supported an access problem (Ramus & 

Szenkovits, 2008; Dickie et al, 2013). It should be acknowledged that these cognitive experiments 

cannot purely measure either representation or access since the measured outcome is the result of 

the dynamic interplay between them and deficits can be biased by attentional problems, which are 

often present in the dyslexic population (Hendren, Haft, Black, White, & Hoeft, 2018; Hong, 2014).  

Electroencephalographic (EEG) experiments, which have the advantage of capturing pre-attentive 

processes without performance-related constraints, demonstrate less distinctive neural processing of 

speech sounds in children with dyslexia (Hornickle et al., 2009, 2011, 2013), and even in 

kindergartners (Noordenbos et al., 2012), infants and newborns (Molfese et al 2000; Guttorm 2001; 

van Herten et al 2008) with a family risk for dyslexia. These early differences in speech processing 

seem to be even larger between family risk groups than between reading groups, indicating a closer 

link of speech processing deficits with the trait than with the state of dyslexia (Hakvoort, Van Der Leij, 

Maurits, Maassen, & Van Zuijen, 2015). This trait-dependence has recently been confirmed by a 

structural MRI study showing that decreased laterality of the planum temporale - a region assumed 

to host phonemic representations- was related to family risk rather than to reading level differences 

both in adolescents and pre-readers (Jolijn Vanderauwera, Altarelli, Vandermosten, De Vos, et al., 

2018). Nevertheless, given that in many of the reported EEG-studies the speech sounds presented 

only differed between and not within phonemic categories (i.e. no acoustic variability within a 

category) (e.g. Guttorm, Leppänen, Tolvanen, & Lyytinen, 2003), the observed deficits could also 

reflect a generally decreased auditory sensitivity to distinguishing cues embedded in these speech 

sounds (Hämäläinen et al., 2012; Ziegler, Pech-Georgel, George, & Lorenzi, 2009). Additionally, in the 

few EEG studies that did present acoustic variants within phoneme categories (e.g. Noordenbos, 

Segers, Serniclaes, Mitterer, & Verhoeven, 2012), the analyses did not allow to compare neural 

responses of between- versus within-phoneme differences in individual subjects, hence they cannot 

capture the actual quality of phonemic representations at the individual level.  



In a similar vein, traditional univariate functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) studies have shown 

reduced responsiveness to speech in dyslexic’s posterior superior temporal cortex (Blau et al., 2009; 

Blau et al., 2010; Monzalvo et al., 2012). These studies however, examined activation in only one 

location (voxel) at a time, thereby failing to capture more subtle activation differences between 

phonemes. Multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) enabled the investigation of phonemic brain 

representations in a more direct way. MVPA extracts patterns of fMRI activations across multiple 

brain locations (voxels) simultaneously, which has been shown to enable decoding of phoneme 

categories independently of acoustic variability (e.g. intra- and interspeaker variability, co-

articulation,…) (Formisano, De Martino, Bonte, & Goebel, 2008; Lee, Turkeltaub, Granger, & Raizada, 

2012; Raizada et al., 2010). In a recent study, Boets et al (2013) applied this technique in university 

students with dyslexia. However, despite the ability of the technique to decode phoneme categories 

from the activity patterns, no significant difference was observed between typical and dyslexic 

readers in the degree of this phonemic decoding. Since this null-finding was complemented by a 

decreased functional and structural connectivity from the auditory regions hosting these 

representations towards inferior frontal regions in dyslexic readers, the results were interpreted as 

evidence for an access rather than a representational problem. 

In the current study we aim to unravel this striking pattern of opposite findings, namely longitudinal 

EEG-studies providing indirect support for a phonemic representational deficit in young children with 

a family risk for dyslexia, and multivariate fMRI findings indicating an access rather than a 

representational deficit in adults with dyslexia. The most straightforward hypothesis is that 

representational deficits are only observable in children and are diminished in (compensated) adults 

(Boets, 2014). Given that developmental and/or compensational mechanisms might explain the lack 

of phonemic representational deficits in adults with dyslexia, we aim testing phonemic brain 

representations in young beginning readers (grade 2) with (a risk for) dyslexia using  MVPA methods 

sensitive to quantifying these representations (Boets et al., 2013; Bonte, Hausfeld, Scharke, Valente, 

& Formisano, 2014; Formisano et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2012). In addition, since it has been suggested 



that auditory and/or speech perception deficits might be more related to the family risk of dyslexia 

(i.e. trait) and less to the reading difficulties themselves (i.e. state) (Hakvoort et al., 2015; 

Vanderauwera, Altarelli, Vandermosten, Wouters, & Ghesquière, 2018), we will compare differences 

in phonemic representations between children with and without a family risk for dyslexia (i.e. FRD+ 

vs. FRD-) as well as between children who were later classified with dyslexia (based on persistent 

reading problems in grade 3, 4 and 5) and age-matched typical readers (i.e. DR vs. TR). Hence, we will 

investigate whether atypical neural patterns of phonemic representations can be observed early in 

reading development, and if they can, whether they are state-related (i.e. related to the observed 

reading problems) or trait-related (i.e. related to the family risk). 

 

2. Method 

2.1. Participants 
The present study is part of a larger longitudinal project of the Dyslexia Collaboration KU Leuven 

(DYSCO) in which behavioural measures on reading, spelling, phonological, orthographic, speech and 

auditory processing are acquired yearly, and MRI and EEG measures are collected every 2 years. At 

the start, 87 pre-reading children were recruited, consisting of 44 children with a familial risk for 

dyslexia (defined as having a first degree relative with a dyslexia diagnosis) and 43 individually-

matched children without a familial risk (for details see Vanvooren et al., 2014 ). The number of 

recruited participants was determined by the willingness to participate of family risk children (for 

which the best matching control child in the class was selected) and the feasibility of collecting a 

large set of data longitudinally. For the current study, MRI-data were acquired at the end of Grade 2 

in 66 children, of whom 62 participated in the fMRI experiment. Data of 3 subjects could not be 

included due to incomplete fMRI sessions. In addition, data of 3 subjects were excluded due to 

excessive head motion during fMRI acquisition (i.e. motion relative to the previous volume averaged 

across the 4 runs > 2 mm) and data of 2 subjects were excluded due to excessive head motion during 



structural MRI (T1) acquisition (i.e. severe ghosting effects and low SNR resulting in failed 

normalization). The final dataset on which analyses were conducted consisted of 54 subjects. 

Behavioural data were collected each year at the beginning of the school year (from kindergarten 

until grade 5). More details on the behavioural tests can be found in previous publications on this 

longitudinal project (Vanderauwera, De Vos, Forkel, Catani, et al., 2018; Vandermosten et al., 

2015).Table 1 and 2 provide literacy and cognitive data at the time point the closest to the fMRI data 

acquisition, namely the beginning of grade 3. The average gap between the collection of the fMRI 

data (end of grade 2) and these behavioural data is 92 days (SD 29 days). The selected group of 54 

children consisted of 30 children with a familial risk for dyslexia (FRD+) and 24 children without a 

familial risk (FRD-). In addition, the group consisted of 20 children with dyslexia (DR; 5 without and 15 

with familial risk) and 34 typical readers (TR; 19 without and 15 with familial risk). The classification 

of dyslexia was based on literacy achievement at third, fourth and fifth grade, assessed with 

standardised word reading and pseudoword reading (Brus & Voeten, 1973; Dudal, 1997; van den 

Bos, Spelberg, Scheepstra, & de Vries, 1994). We categorized children as dyslexic when they had 

scored below percentile 10 on the same standardised reading test (either word or pseudoword 

reading test) at all three time points. Note that all but one of our DR participants were categorized 

based on word reading being below pc 10 at 3 time points, whereas 1 DR participant was categorized 

based on pseudoword reading being below pc 10 at 3 time points (but he also had word reading 

scores below pc 10 at 2 time points). This strict classification of dyslexic readers incorporates the 

severity and persistence criteria defined in DSM-V (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Table 1 

and 2 provide participant characteristics such as IQ, sex, SES, and age, as well as, reading and 

cognitive skills, with table 1 comparing FRD- versus FRD+ and table 2 comparing TR versus DR. In the 

supplementary information we provide the characteristics of each of the 4 subgroups (i.e. TR_FRD-, 

TR_FRD+, DR_FRD-, DR_FRD+), but the sample size of DR_FRD- was too low (N=5) to provide test 

statistics for these separate subgroup comparisons.  



2.2. Speech stimuli 
Our fMRI experiment focuses on the phonemic representations of 2 stop consonants, /b/ and /d/ 

(presented in combination with the vowel /A/), differing in the spectrotemporal characteristics of 

their second formant. Dyslexic readers tend to have difficulties in processing these spectrotemporal 

cues, often also reflected in poorer categorical perception of stop consonants (Noordenbos & 

Serniclaes, 2015; Vandermosten et al., 2011). We integrated the two target sounds within 

consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel (CVCV) syllables, i.e. /bAbA/ and /dAdA/, each spoken 4 times by 

4 different male speakers. Multiple speakers were used to introduce acoustic variation to the stimuli. 

Average length, F1 and F2 (and range) of the two CVCV conditions were: /bAbA/: Mlength = 1040 ms 

(range 970 – 1110 ms), MF1 = 676 Hz (range 672 – 684 Hz), MF2 = 1264 Hz (range 1130 – 1379 Hz), 

MF2onset = 1085 Hz (range 925 – 1245 Hz); /dAdA/: Mlength = 1080 ms (range 990 – 1180 ms), 

MF1 = 702 Hz (range 620 – 775 Hz), MF2 = 1335 Hz (range 1200 – 1480 Hz), MF2onset = 1635 Hz (range 

1500 – 1755 Hz). Inspection of these values within speakers and within CVCV conditions show that 

the between-phoneme acoustic variance within a speaker is in the same range as the between-

speaker acoustic variance within a CVCV condition, hence acoustically, the phonemic contrasts are as 

similar/different as the allophonic (speaker-induced) contrasts. Sound intensity level was numerically 

equated across stimuli by matching root mean square values. The /bAbA/ and /dAdA/ stimuli were 

identical to the ones used in Boets et al (2013). Stimuli were presented binaurally at a comfortable 

hearing level using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc.) and a customized air-

conduction sound delivery system (MR Confon Audio Amplifier mkII). The headphones attenuated 

the surrounding scanning noise with about 30-40 dB SPL along the 0.1 – 10.0 kHz domain.  

2.3. MRI image acquisition 
During a preparation session (around 30 min) (Vanderauwera, Wouters, Vandermosten, & 

Ghesquière, 2017), all children were acquainted to the scanner environment and were trained to 

reduce head movements (for a similar approach see Theys, Wouters, & Ghesquière, 2014). The MRI 

session consisted of 4 functional MRI (fMRI) scans, an anatomical scan (T1-weighted) and a diffusion 



weighted imaging (dMRI) scan, using a 3T Philips scanner (Best, The Netherlands) with a 32-channel 

head coil. The total time spent in the scanner was approximately 45 minutes. Diffusion MRI data (11 

minutes) were acquired in the beginning of the sequence, but are not used in the present study. In 

the fMRI session, blood-oxygen-level-dependent signals were measured using a T2*-sensitive 

gradient echo planar imaging sequence, including 36 slices with thickness of 3 mm and in-plane 

resolution of 2.4. To minimise scanning time in the young children, the field of view was set at 230 x 

108 x 230 mm (ap, fh, rl), which covered most of the brain except for the inferior temporal and 

frontal regions and the cerebellum in some subjects. In all subjects, fMRI acquisition covered the 

superior and middle temporal regions, on which fMRI analyses were conducted (see paragraph 5 for 

more details on the temporal mask). Volume acquisition was 1.85 seconds followed by a silent delay 

of 1.65 seconds in which stimuli were presented, resulting in a total repetition time of 3.5 seconds. 

This sparse sampling approach was used to minimize the effects of scanning noise on speech 

perception. Each fMRI run lasted around 4 minutes (more details in paragraph fMRI paradigm), 

resulting in approximately 16 minutes of fMRI acquisition. The anatomical T1-weighted sequence 

was acquired in between the first two and last two fMRI runs, and lasted around 7 minutes (FOV of 

250x250 mm, 182 coronal slices and 1.2 mm slice thickness).  

2.4. fMRI paradigm 
The fMRI experiment consisted of four runs, using a blocked sparse-sampling paradigm, in which 

subjects listened to /bAbA/ items, /dAdA/ items, silence and catch trials (see Figure 1). Each run 

consisted of 4 blocks of /bAbA/ items, 4 blocks of /dAdA/ items, 4 blocks of silence and 3 catch trials. 

Each of the /bAbA/, /dAdA/ and silence blocks was composed of 4 trials. For the /bAbA/ and /dAdA/ 

blocks, each of the 4 trials was pronounced by a different speaker, hence within a block the syllables 

were phonetically identical but varied acoustically. Different from the MVPA-study in dyslexic adults 

(Boets et al., 2013), we used a passive listening paradigm which enabled minimising attentional and 

meta-linguistic top-down effects that can otherwise be intermingled due to the sluggish dynamics of 

the BOLD signal. Yet in order to ensure attentive listening to the speech sounds, per run three catch 



trials were included. A catch trial consisted of the presentation of a /zAzA/ syllable, pronounced by 

one of two other male speakers, and was followed by a silence trial. Children were instructed to 

press a response button when a /zAzA/ syllable was heard, which was a relatively easy task, 

confirmed by an average correct detection rate of 88% (see Table 1 for behavioural responses). The 

order of blocks within run 1 and 3 was identical and counterbalanced to the order in run 2 and 4.  

2.5. fMRI data analyses 
Imaging data were analysed using Brain Voyager QX version 2.8. (Brain Innovation) (Goebel, 2012) 

and custom-made MATLAB (The MathWorks) routines. Functional data were corrected for 3D 

motion-artefacts (trilinear sinc interpolation), slice scan time differences (using sinc interpolation), 

linear drifts and low-frequency non-linear drifts (high pass filter ≤ 2 cycles per time course) (Goebel, 

Esposito, & Formisano, 2006). No spatial or temporal smoothing was applied. According to the 

standard analysis scheme in Brain Voyager QX (Goebel et al., 2006), anatomical data of each 

participant were corrected for intensity inhomogeneity, functional images were co-registered to 

these individual anatomical images, and both anatomical and functional data were normalized to 

Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). 

2.5.1. Motion 

Given the young age of the children, it was important to carefully control for motion effects. We 

therefore performed four steps. First, we determined for each subject its relative root mean square 

(RMS) displacement (based on 3 translation and 3 rotation parameters) averaged across the four 

runs. When RMS displacement exceeded 2 mm, we excluded the data of these subjects from the 

analyses. This was the case for 3 subjects, as indicated in the participant-section. Note that data of 2 

additional subjects needed to be excluded due to excessive motion during the T1-scan (see 

Participants). Second, for all remaining subjects we determined which volumes showed spikes in the 

motion data, defined as volumes with Root Mean Square displacement of more than a voxel size (3 

mm). These volumes were not taken into account for the analyses. Third, for the remaining volumes 

motion parameters were regressed out. Finally, we compared the average RMS across the four runs 



between our groups (FRD+ versus FRD- and TR versus DR). The differences were not significant 

between FRD- and FRD+ (t(52) = -0.48, p = .633) nor between TR and DR (t(52) = -1.59, p = .117).  

2.5.2. Temporal Mask  

Given the focused activation maps when listening to the speech sounds (see figure 1 for whole brain 

univariate analyses) and given that our FOV in functional scans did not cover the full brain in all 

children (see section Data Acquisition), fMRI analyses were restricted to superior temporal regions 

(ST mask). To this end, we created a left and right ST mask (see left panel of figure 2) which was 

previously observed to encompass univariate responses to short meaningless speech sounds (Bonte 

et al., 2014), as well as to contain vowel (Formisano et al., 2008; Bonte et al., 2014) and syllable 

(Bonte, Correia, Keetels, Vroomen, & Formisano, 2017; Kilian-Hutten, Valente, Vroomen, & 

Formisano, 2011) representations.  

 

2.5.3. Univariate fMRI analyses 

Population-level inferences concerning BOLD signal changes between the experimental conditions 

and between groups were based on a random effects model with predictors separated for each 

subject. Statistical comparison between conditions and groups were based on percentage normalized 

beta-values within the superior temporal masks. We used a factorial model including one within 

subject factor (i.e. phonemic condition: /bAbA / vs /dAdA/) and one between subject factor (i.e. 

either reading group or family group). In this case, all the time courses of associated voxels within the 

ST mask are first averaged before the analysis takes place (basically treating the whole region as one 

functional unit), hence there is no need for a multiple comparisons correction.   

2.5.4. MVPA analyses 

Multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) was employed to investigate differences in superior temporal 

response patterns evoked by the /bAbA/ versus /dAdA/ sounds. Phonemic discrimination was 

assessed using a relative pattern similarity approach between responses to /bAbA/ and /dAdA/ 



syllables across two independent sets of runs (Haxby, 2001). Pattern similarities were computed 

using cross-correlation (Pearson correlation), and performed for the two syllable types (/bAbA/ and 

/dAdA/) across both sets of runs (set 1: run 1 and 4, set 2: run 2 and 3), resulting in a 2 by 2 

correlation matrix (Fisher transformed). A coefficient of phonemic discrimination was then derived 

from the difference of i) similarities between the same syllables across run sets and ii) the similarities 

between different syllables across run sets. One decoding coefficient was calculated per subject and 

used in second level group statistics (random effects) by applying resampling methods (Nichols & 

Holmes, 2001). Averaged decoding coefficients were computed per group using bootstrapping 

(n = 10000, with replacement). To test for significant decoding within groups, statistics were 

computed using sign-flipping permutations (n = 10000). At each permutation, a random selection of 

coefficients was multiplied by -1, and group averaged. Probability of H0 was computed by dividing 

the area of the permuted distribution equal to or larger than the group averaged coefficient 

calculated above +1, divided by the number of permutations +1. To test for significant differences in 

phonemic decoding between groups (TR versus DR, and FRD- versus FRD+), statistics were computed 

by randomly exchanging coefficients across groups (n = 10000 permutations) and computing the 

coefficient difference between the two groups. Similarly to within-group statistics, the probability of 

H0 was computed against the permuted distribution. 

In MVPA, feature selection (i.e. voxel selection) is important to improve model generalization by 

reducing overfitting related to the large dimensionality of fMRI data, and to improve the localization 

and interpretation of results. Feature (voxel) selection comprised two distinct approaches. First, and 

following our expectations, we tested whether phonemic representation was present in a distributed 

pattern of voxel activations within auditory cortical regions (Bonte et al., 2014; Formisano et al., 

2008). Accordingly, we applied our bilateral ST mask, as indicated above. Within each hemispheric 

mask, a second level feature selection comprised univariate activation, by selecting the most active 

500 voxels within the ST mask irrespective of the syllable condition, while respecting the 

training/testing cross-validation scheme described below (selection was performed using the training 



set only at each cross-validation fold). This procedure was employed for a bilateral (left-hemisphere 

ST mask and right-hemisphere ST mask) selection, as well as for each hemisphere separately. Second, 

we tested whether phonemic discrimination is focally represented in patterns comprising 

neighboring voxels by means of a searchlight approach across the ST masks (Kriegeskorte, Goebel, & 

Bandettini, 2006). By combining a moving spherical searchlight (radius = 2.5 voxels, i.e., 7.5 mm) 

feature selection with the MVPA discrimination procedure described above, we investigated focal 

phonemic representation. The searchlight approach encompassed performing multiple tests along 

neighboring voxel selections. Phonemic coefficients are depicted in the location of each searchlight 

centroid. To statistically correct for the multiple tests derived by searching within a cortical region, 

we computed a cluster size threshold correction by estimating maximum cluster size distributions 

using permutation testing as described above (i.e., for group differences: by randomly exchanging 

subjects between controls and DR; for individual group statistics, by randomly exchanging the sign of 

the decoding coefficients, or multiplication with -1). At each permutation, a t-test was performed 

(two-sided for group differences and one-sided for group significance), followed by a p-value 

threshold (alpha = 0.05). The size of the largest cluster at each permutation was stored (connectivity 

between voxels was 26, meaning that faces, edges or corners touched to form clusters). We then 

assessed corrected decoding significance of our original clusters (p < 0.05) with respect to the 

distribution of maximum clusters obtained from permutation testing. We report thresholded clusters 

at a quantile of 0.95.  

 

3. Results 

We first examined trait-related (i.e. family risk related) differences by comparing FRD+ and FRD- 

groups, and second, we examined state-related (i.e. reading outcome related) differences by 

comparing DR and TR groups. When significant group differences were observed, an additional step 

was performed investigating trait-related group differences while controlling for reading outcome 



(namely TR_FRD+ versus TR_FRD-), and state-related group differences while controlling for family 

risk (namely TR_FRD+ versus DR_FRD+.) We could not perform a likewise comparison with the 

DR_FRD- group given its low sample size (N = 5). Therefore, in supplementary information, we 

provide descriptive information of the 4 subgroups (TR_FRD-, TR_FRD+, DR_FRD-, DR_FRD+) (see 

Figure SI and Table SI) for illustrative purposes without testing these group differences for 

significance. 

 

3.1. Univariate analyses  

Speech sounds evoked similar overall activation within the ST mask in FRD- and FRD+ children, 

indicating the absence of trait-related differences. More specifically, no group differences were 

observed in the left ST mask when listening to /bAbA/ and /dAdA/ syllables (F(1) = 0.113, p = .738) 

nor within the right ST mask (F(1) = 0.835, p = .365). Regarding state-related differences, overall 

activation within the ST mask also did not show significant group differences between DR and TR 

children (left ST mask: F(1) = 1.277, p = .264; right ST mask: F(1) = 0.230, p = .643). Finally, no 

significant differences were observed between /bAbA/ and /dAdA/ conditions within the ST mask (p 

> .905), confirming that univariate analyses were not sensitive enough to detect subtle phonemic 

differences.  

3.2. Multivariate pattern analysis 

The more sensitive MVPA analysis comprised the two approaches described above. One in which 

MVPA analysis was restricted to a subject-specific ST mask (which consisted of the 500 most active 

voxels across the left and/or right ST mask), and a second one based on the searchlight procedure 

within the same masks.  

In the first approach, we selected per subject the 500 most active voxels across the bilateral ST mask. 

Using this subject-specific temporal mask implies that in each subject and cross-validation fold the 

same amount of voxels is used for the MVPA-analyses, but the location of the voxels within the 



temporal mask may differ, as can be seen from the probability maps in the right panel of Figure 2. 

The probability maps in Figure 2 show the across subject consistency of the 500 voxels selected per 

subject in the bilateral ST masks. As indicated by the probabilistic maps of the selected voxels across 

subjects, the largest overlap between subjects lies in the bilateral auditory cortices with more 

variability in the surrounding regions. Importantly, overlap of voxel selections is not directly related 

with localization of phonemic information, which is purely attributed to the pattern as a whole.  

MVPA-analysis was performed to examine within each group whether activation patterns for speech 

sounds belonging to the same phoneme are more similar than for speech sounds belonging to 

different phonemes (i.e. phonemic decoding), and to compare between groups whether the degree 

of phonemic decoding was different. 

With regard to the trait-related differences, results indicated a significantly better phonemic 

decoding in the FRD- group than in the FRD+ group (see Figure 3). More specifically, MVPA-analysis 

across the bilateral ST-mask yielded a significantly different decoding coefficient between groups (p < 

.001), indicating that neural representations of phonemes are less distinctively specified in FRD+ 

relative to FRD- children. Indeed, within the FRD- group the mean decoding coefficient had a p-value 

< .001 to fall within the permuted distribution. This means that for the FRD- group, the activation 

patterns for speech sounds belonging to the same phoneme are more similar than for speech sounds 

belonging to different phonemes, hence FRD- display distinct neural representations for phonemes. 

In the FRD+ group, however, the mean of the decoding coefficient fell within the permuted 

distribution with a p-value = .789, hence indicating no significantly distinct neural decoding of the 

presented phonemes. When selecting the 500 most active voxels for MVPA-analyses separately from 

the left and right ST mask, these group differences were confirmed, with a significant group 

difference in neural phonemic decoding in the left ST-mask (p = .006) as well as in the right ST-mask 

(p = .025). Again, significant neural decoding of phonemes was only observed in the FRD- group (left: 

p = .035; right: p = .005), with no significant decoding in the FRD+ group (left: p = .950; right: 



p = .596). Finally, the results were independent of the number of selected voxels, since selecting the 

double (1000 voxels) or half (250 voxels) of the number of voxels resulted in the exact same pattern 

of results (for details see table 2 in the supplementary information).  

Since both the FRD- and FRD+ group contained a combination of DR and TR, we further investigated 

trait-related group differences by conducting a subgroup analysis controlled for reading outcome 

differences. That is, typical readers with low family risk (TR_FRD-) were compared to typical readers 

with a high family risk (TR_FRD+). MVPA analysis confirmed that there was better neural phonemic 

decoding across the bilateral ST mask in TR_FRD- relative to TR_FRD+ (p = 009), with significant 

decoding in TR_FRD- (p = .019) but not in TR_FRD+ (p = .907). This group difference was confirmed 

when neural decoding was investigated separately in the left (p = .028) and right ST (p = .009) mask, 

with better decoding in TR_FRD- (left: p = .093; right: p = .019) than in TR_FRD+ (left: p = .938; right: 

p = .904). 

 

With regard to state-related differences, we observed no significant group differences in neural 

decoding of phonemes between TR and DR. More specifically, MVPA analysis across the left and right 

ST-mask displayed no significant difference in phoneme decoding between TR and DR (p =  .502). For 

the TR-group, consisting of both FRD+ and FRD- children, neural decoding of phonemes did not reach 

significance anymore (p = .085). As expected given the high number of FRD+ children within the DR 

group and the above-described family-related results, also no significant decoding was observed 

within the DR-group (p = .144). The lack of group differences between TR and DR was also apparent 

when the voxels were selected from the left ST mask only (p = .46) or from the right ST mask only 

(p = 73). Furthermore, the pattern remained the same when we selected double or half of the 

number of voxels for MVPA analysis (see SI). Since both the DR and TR group contained a 

combination of FRD+ and FRD- children, we reran the analysis while controlling for family risk, 

namely by comparing typical readers with a high family risk and dyslexic readers with a high family 



risk, resulting again in the absence of a significant group difference (p = .879). This result was 

confirmed when neural decoding was examined separately in the left (p = .700) and right mask 

(p = .914). 

In the searchlight approach, we investigated trait-related and state-related group differences in 

phonemic decoding based on local activation patterns (radius of 2.5 voxels) in the left and right ST 

mask. In line with the above reported approach, local searchlight results in the ST mask showed 

significant trait-related group difference between FRD- and FRD+ children (see Figure 4), but no 

state-related differences between TR and DR. Group differences between FRD+ and FRD- children for 

phonemic decoding were both observed in the left and right as well as in anterior and more posterior 

regions within the ST mask.  

 

4. Discussion 

The longstanding believe that dyslexia is rooted in poorly specified phoneme representations was 

challenged by Boets et al (2013) who demonstrated via multivariate fMRI analyses that dyslexic 

adults may not display a representational deficit but rather have problems in accessing these 

representations, as suggested by decreased fronto-temporal connectivity. This result provoked a 

debate, but no conclusive answer could be given on whether phonemic representations in dyslexia 

are intact throughout reading development, or whether there is instead a representational deficit at 

a younger age when well defined phonemic representations are most crucial to learning to read 

(Boets, 2014; Peterson & Pennington, 2015). Our study is the first to examine clusters of activity 

specific to phoneme categories at a pre-diagnostic age of dyslexia. We observed in the bilateral 

superior temporal cortex distinct fMRI response patterns for phoneme categories in children with a 

low family risk, whereas children with a high family risk failed to show this distinction. Furthermore, 

since typical and dyslexic readers did not differ from each other, our results suggest that a 



representational deficit especially relates to having a family risk for dyslexia (i.e. trait-related) and 

less to having a reading deficit (i.e. state-related). 

The differences between our current results in children versus our previous findings in adults (Boets 

et al., 2013) using similar neuroimaging analysis techniques, indicates that findings on phonemic 

representations observed in adults (with dyslexia) cannot be simply projected to children. This is in 

line with other studies showing that auditory cortical processing of phonemes follows a protracted 

development up to adolescence (Bonte, Ley, Scharke, & Formisano, 2016; Pang & Taylor, 2000; 

Sharma, Kraus, Mcgee, & Nicol, 1997; Sowell et al., 2002). In addition, it has been demonstrated that 

learning to read induces changes in the speech perception network (Dehaene et al., 2010), and, of 

specific importance, in the neural representations of phonemes, at least temporarily, as evidenced by 

reading-induced shifts in the neural representations of ambiguous speech sounds (Bonte, Correia, 

Keetels, Vroomen, & Formisano, 2017). Therefore, investigating the role of phonemic 

representations in dyslexia should happen early in reading development, when these representations 

have not yet been impacted by the amount and the efficiency of reading. This also co-occurs with the 

moment that phonemic representations matter most, i.e. when a child learns how to couple 

phoneme representations to the corresponding graphemes. Our study is the first to examine neural 

phonemic representations at this early stage of reading and for phonemic contrasts, such as stop 

consonants, for which difficulties in categorizing have repeatedly been shown in dyslexia (for a meta-

analysis see Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 2015).  

We were able to discriminate activation patterns for different stop consonants in left and right 

temporal cortices in children with a low family risk. These distinctive neural representations for 

different phonemes were found despite acoustic variability within each phoneme (induced by 

different speakers) that was as large as the acoustic variability between phonemes. Hence, the 

neural distinctiveness reflects higher order-aspects of representation rather than low-level acoustic 

differences. Sensitivity of MVPA methods to stop consonant representations in young children is not 



self-evident since classification accuracy of phonemes tend to be lower in children than in adults 

(Bonte et al., 2016) and lower for stop consonants than vowels (Boets et al., 2013). Furthermore, the 

use of a passive design in the present study, ensuring a higher ecological validity and no meta-

linguistic influences on the outcome of the neural representations, might also have made it more 

difficult to clearly observe distinct neural phonemic representations. Nevertheless, tested by robust 

statistical permutation techniques, phonemic decoding in low family risk children was observed using 

both distributed (i.e. selecting 250, 500 or 1000 voxels selected based on univariate activation) and 

focal (i.e. searchlight based on neighbouring voxels) patterns of activation across the bilateral 

temporal cortex. The distributed MVPA approach has the advantage that the exact set of voxels 

selected for analysis can differ between subjects, allowing to take into account inter-individual 

variability (for a review see Price, Hope, & Seghier, 2017). An interesting result that we observed is 

that decoding improved when voxels were selected from both the left and right hemisphere (relative 

to restricting the selection to one hemisphere with the same amount of voxels). Given that the 

amount of voxels was the same in unilateral and bilateral selections, improved bilateral performance 

cannot be explained by more multivariate power. Rather, it seems to indicate that phonemic 

representations and speech perceptions build on bilateral neural information in beginning readers. 

This is in line with phoneme decoding results in adults (e.g. Bonte et al., 2014; Formisano et al., 2008; 

Kilian-Hutten et al., 2011), but contrasts with the traditional view that phonemic processing 

predominantly relies on left hemispheric auditory/language regions. A presumed left-hemispheric 

bias for phonemic processing is typically linked to reports of a same bias for temporal auditory 

analysis, which is important for phoneme perception (Obleser, Eisner, & Kotz, 2008; Zatorre & Belin, 

2001). However, this signal-driven explanation of a left dominance for phonemic rate processing has 

been criticized (Scott & McGettigan, 2013) and recent evidence suggests a posterior to anterior 

superior temporal gradient for the processing fast versus slow temporal modulations rather than the 

often assumed left versus right hemispheric differences (Hullett, Hamilton, Mesgarani, Schreiner, & 

Chang, 2016; Santoro et al., 2014). Nevertheless, a stronger left hemispheric bias for phoneme 



processing may emerge throughout development by interacting with learning mechanisms that 

predominantly rely on the left hemisphere (Minagawa-Kawai, Cristià, & Dupoux, 2011). A bilateral 

involvement early in development, followed by an increasing specialization of the left hemisphere 

after school entry, has also been suggested for the reading network. More specifically, cross-

sectional studies (Shaywitz et al., 2002; Turkeltaub et al., 2003) have suggested that right 

hemispheric regions are recruited during the early stage of literacy development and are later 

disengaged, eventually resulting in a left lateralized matured reading network.  

With regard to dyslexia-related difficulties in forming robust neural phonemic representations, we 

observed decreased phonemic decoding in children with a high family risk. Since children with a high 

family risk more often develop dyslexia and show poorer performance on literacy and phonological 

tasks, our results argue for a central role of phoneme representations in explaining dyslexia. 

However, we additionally observed that the capacity of the brain to decode phoneme 

representations did not significantly distinguish children who were later diagnosed with dyslexia 

from those who continued to show typical reading development. This suggests that less distinct 

neural representations of phonemes are trait (i.e. family-risk) rather than state (i.e. reading deficit) 

related. In other words, neural phonemic decoding – at the level of detail investigated in the current 

study – might not be a very sensitive and/or specific measure for the early detection of later reading 

problems. This finding does however provide interesting directions for further studies on the 

mediating role of neural phoneme representations for reading problems, the genotype of dyslexia 

and the potential neural compensational mechanisms to overcome reading problems despite being 

at risk.  

Concerning a potential mediating role for reading problems (Bishop, 2013), our results demonstrate 

that neural representations of phonemes alone cannot explain the emergence of reading problems. 

The absence of a sole neural mediator would be compatible with the multiple deficit theory 

(Pennington, 2006), which states that multiple cognitive and neural factors, called endophenotypic 



factors, mediate the environmental and genetic influences on reading ability. The key question is 

whether or not neural representations of phonemes can be considered as one of the 

endophenotypic factors mediating the phenotype of dyslexia. One potential answer is that neural 

phonemic representations do not play a causal role in dyslexia but are just epiphenomena with 

perhaps the same genetic basis as reading problems (Bishop, 2013). However, from a theoretical 

point of view, this seems unlikely since learning to read relies on coupling graphemes to phoneme 

representations. Another, more probable, explanation is that a deficit in neural phonemic 

representations is, at least in the children with a family risk, one of the risk factors that interacts with 

other risk and protective factors and the combination of them determines whether or not a child 

displays reading problems (Bishop, 2013; Pennington, 2006). Hence, although deficient neural 

representations might be a risk factor in family risk children with and without dyslexia, differences in 

protective factors determine whether or not reading problems are expressed. At the neural level, a 

potential protective factor often suggested in dyslexia research is a stronger reliance on the right 

hemisphere , more specifically on the right counterparts of the posterior reading regions (Hoeft et 

al., 2011; Waldie, Haigh, Badzakova-Trajkov, Buckley, & Kirk, 2013; Xu, Yang, Siok, & Tan, 2015) as 

well as on right parietal-frontal regions involved in higher-order cognitive functions (Finn et al., 2014; 

Richards & Berninger, 2008; Schurz et al., 2015; Žarić et al., 2017). Our study, which focused on 

auditory cortical processing of phonemes, suggests that typical readers with a family risk did not 

compensate their phonemic decoding deficit in the left auditory cortex by better decoding in the 

right hemisphere, since deficits were observed bilaterally. Interestingly, an investigation of the white 

matter tracts in largely the same sample (Vanderauwera et al., 2017; Vandermosten et al., 2015) 

reported the opposite pattern of state rather than trait dependent group differences for the dorsal 

connection from temporal to frontal regions, via the arcuate fasciculus. Namely, the arcuate 

fasciculus, which has a central role in further processing/manipulating phonemic representations, 

differed between reading groups at a pre-reading age but not between family risk groups. In 

addition, in our study (see table SI.2), family risk children who developed typical reading (despite 



their decreased phonemic decoding) scored significantly higher on vocabulary than typical readers 

without a family risk (t (32)= -2.17, p = .037), indicating a relative strength in oral language skills. We 

therefore hypothesize that ventral white matter tracts, which typically sustain semantic skills such as 

vocabulary (Dick & Tremblay, 2012; Saur & Hartwigsen, 2012), together with dorsal white matter 

tracts can act as potential protective mechanisms to compensate for the local deficits family risk 

children display in the temporal lobe. 

Our findings might provide a foundation for future studies that could shed new light on the genotype 

of dyslexia. Although we should be extremely careful with interpreting differences between our four 

subgroups (given the low number of dyslexic readers with a low family risk), our data suggest that 

only dyslexic readers with a high family risk are affected by decreased phonemic representations but 

not the dyslexic readers with a low family risk (see Supplementary information). In line with what has 

been suggested in autism research (O’Roak et al., 2014), reading problems in dyslexic readers with a 

low family risk could be driven by non-genetic influences or by de novo mutations in the genes, 

whereas shared genes drive reading problems in dyslexic readers with a high family risk. This might 

imply that dyslexics with a low versus high family risk differ in terms of severity of the genetic deficit 

as well as on which specific genes are impaired. Taking into account the multidimensional view on 

dyslexia (Pennington, 2006), it is not unconceivable that, if a different genetic basis indeed existed 

for dyslexic children with a low versus high family risk, this might differentially impact their 

neurobehavioral profile, implying different neural and/or behavioral predictors of reading outcome. 

Previous longitudinal dyslexia studies, mainly included dyslexic children with a high family risk, and in 

these studies familial influences are very apparent in the way infants and pre-schoolers process 

speech and auditory sounds (for a review see Ozernov-Palchik & Gaab, 2016). It may even be the 

case that these early differences between the family risk groups are larger than differences between 

reading level groups (Hakvoort et al., 2015), with similar patterns found for the structure of the 

planum temporale (Jolijn Vanderauwera, Altarelli, Vandermosten, Wouters, et al., 2018). Note, 

however, that we cannot exclude that dyslexia (i.e. state) related group differences could have been 



found if another paradigm or a younger age group was tested. It has for example been suggested 

that testing allophonic processing, by using speech continua or foreign speech sounds (as used in the 

MVPA experiment of Lee et al., 2012; Raizada et al., 2010), may be more sensitive to detect dyslexia-

related deficits than testing categorical phoneme representations (Serniclaes & Seck, 2018). Although 

we believe that our stimuli had sufficient within-phoneme acoustic variance to target decreased 

allophonic sensitivity in children with dyslexia, future fMRI decoding studies that tap more directly on 

allophonic perception are important to validate our results of trait but not state related differences 

in phonemic representations. In addition, since we tested grade 2 children, the importance of 

phonemic representations might have already decreased since in grade 2 the grapheme-phoneme 

reading strategy starts to be complemented by a direct orthographic reading strategy. Therefore, 

studies in pre-readers and grade 1 readers would be needed to provide more insight in this. 

To conclude, we observed that beginning readers with a low family risk showed distinct neural 

phonemic representations that could be distinguished within superior temporal activation patterns. 

More specifically, the activation patterns of speech sounds belonging to the same phonemes were 

more alike than of speech sounds belonging to different phonemes, despite the acoustic variability 

between all the speech sounds. Second, we observed that beginning readers with a family risk show 

less specified phonemic representations than the low family risk children. However, no group 

differences in neural representations were found for children that were retrospectively classified as 

typical or dyslexic readers. This indicates that less specified phonemic neural representations are a 

risk factor for dyslexia, but in order to develop dyslexia, an interaction with other affected neural 

systems, such as a less developed fronto-temporal connection, is presumably necessary. 
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Tables and figures 
 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics on participant characteristics, literacy skills and cognitive skills in 

children with a family risk for dyslexia (FRD+) and without a family risk (FRD-). Test statistics on group 

comparison are also provided. 

 FRD- 

(n = 24) 

FRD+ 

(n = 30) 

Test statistics 

Participant characteristics    

Sex (male/female) 16/8 18/12 X
2
(1) = 0.254, p = .614 

SES 5.25 (1.62) 5.77 (1.33) t(52) = -1.29, p = .204 

WISC block patterns 28.3 (10.0) 25.5 (10.1) t(52) = 0.99 , p = .329 

WISC vocabulary 16.8 (4.4) 18.5 (4.1) t(52) = -1.46, p = .151 

Handedness (Left/Right/Ambidexter) 1/23/0 6/23/1 X
2
(2) = 3.95, p = .1167 

Age fMRI (in months) 95.5 (3.0) 95.2 (3.3) t(52) = 0.31, p = .759 

In-scanner motion (RMS) 0.52 (0.41) 0.52 (0.50) t(52) = -0.48, p = .633 

In-scanner detection rate catch trials 0.93 (0.12) 0.86 (0.25) t(52) = 1.28, p = .205 

Literacy skills (start grade 3)    

Word reading 43.6 (13.6) 30.6 (15.9) t(52) = 3.18, p = .003 

Pseudo-word reading 31.5 (12.2) 21.6 (11.9) t(52) = 2.99 , p = .004 

Spelling 46.9 (6.6) 37.4 (10.8) t(52) = 3.76, p < .001 

Cognitive skills (start grade 3)    

PA: Phoneme deletion  19.2 (4.7) 16.0 (6.7) t(52) = 2.00, p = .050 

PA: Spoonerisms 32.2 (9.9) 27.3 (12.3) t(52) = 1.61, p = .113 

RAN objects 1.00 (0.19) 0.91 (0.21) t(52) = 1.62, p = .112 

RAN: colours 1.06 (0.22) 0.97 (0.21) t(52) = 1.52 , p = .134 

RAN: letters  1.63 (0.35) 1.38 (0.28) t(52) = 2.93, p = .005 

RAN: digits 1.73 (0.21) 1.49 (0.36) t(52) = 2.65, p = .011 

vSTM : digitspan 10.08 (2.06) 9.83 (1.98) t(52) = 45, p = .653 

vSTM : nonword repetition  26.5 (5.3) 27.7 (5.5) t(52) = -0.81, p = .421 

Orthographic knowledge 44.4 (7.4) 37.0 (11.2) t(52) = 2.81, p = .007 

 



Table 2: Descriptive statistics on participant characteristics, literacy skills and cognitive skills in 

children with typical reading skills (TR) and with dyslexia (DR). Test statistics on group comparison are 

also provided. 

 TR 

(n = 34) 

DR 

(n = 20) 

Test statistics 

Participant characteristics    

Sex (male/female) 21/13 13/7 X
2
(1) = 0.06, p = .812 

SES 5.62 (1.42) 5.40 (1.60) t(52) = 0.52, p = .606 

WISC block patterns 26.2 (8.9) 27.7 (11.8) t(52) = -0.53, p = .596 

WISC vocabulary 17.9 (4.8) 17.5 (3.3) t(52) =0.36 , p = .719 

Handedness (Left/Right/Ambidexter) 5/28/1 2/18/0 X
2
(2) = 0.89, p = .810 

Age fMRI (in months) 95.7 (3.1) 94.8 (3.2) t(52) = 1.09, p = .282 

In-scanner motion (RMS) 0.48 (0.42) 0.68 (0.50) t(52) = -1.59, p = .117 

In-scanner detection rate catch trials 0.88 (0.25) 0.90 (0.10) t(52) = -0.35, p = .731 

Literacy skills (start grade 3)    

Word reading 45.9 (11.4) 20.1 (7.8) t(52) = 9.01 , p < .001 

Pseudo-word reading 32.9 (10.5) 14.3 (6.8) t(52) = 7.09 , p < .001 

Spelling 46.2 (8.0) 33.9 (9.2) t(52) = 4.85 , p < .001 

Cognitive skills (start grade 3)    

PA: Phoneme deletion  19.8 (1.9) 13.4 (5.8) t(52) = 4.34 , p < .001 

PA: Spoonerisms 34.2 (9.3) 21.4 (10.2) t(52) = 4.69, p < .001 

RAN objects 1.00 (0.18) 0.86 (0.22) t(52) = 2.56, p = .014 

RAN: colours 1.07 (0.21) 0.91 (0.20) t(52) = 2.73 , p = .009 

RAN: letters  1.61 (0.34) 1.29 (0.20) t(52) = 3.79, p < .001 

RAN: digits 1.75 (0.28) 1.33 (0.28) t(52) = 5.35, p < .001 

vSTM : digitspan 10.1 (1.9) 9.8 (2.2) t(52) = 0.54 , p = .589 

vSTM : nonword repetition  27.9 (5.1) 25.9 (5.8) t(52) = 1.29 , p = .204 

Orthographic knowledge 45.4 (7.8) 31.5 (7.9) t(52)  = 6.32 , p < .001 

 

  



Figure 1: Whole brain activation map for listening to speech sounds versus silence across all subjects. 

The activation maps are projected on the inflated surface of the left and right hemispheres of one 

representative child. Maps are cluster size corrected (threshold = 20 voxels) at p < .05.  

 

  



Figure 2: (a) Left and right Superior Temporal (ST) masks. The temporal masks are projected on the 

inflated surface of the left and right hemispheres of one representative child. (b) Probabilistic maps 

illustrating amount of subject overlap for the individually determined 500 most active voxels across 

the left and right temporal masks. The lighter the colour, the higher the across-subject consistency.   

 

 

  



Figure 3: Group averaged (Mean (SE)) decoding coefficients for speech syllables. The coefficients 

represent the degree to which neural patterns of sounds belonging to the same phoneme are more 

similar than neural patterns belonging to different phonemes. Decoding was based on the individually 

determined 500 most active voxels within (a) the bilateral ST-mask, (b) the left ST-mask and (c) the 

right ST mask. ‘x’ indicates significant phonemic decoding at the group-level (i.e. significantly above 

zero); ‘*’ indicates significant group differences in phonemic decoding.  

 

 

  



Figure 4: Statistical maps indicating the cortical areas that produced significant group differences in 

decoding accuracies between the low (FRD-) versus high (FRD+) family risk groups. Maps are based on 

a searchlight approach across the bilateral ST mask, statistically assessed using 2-sample t-tests and 

cluster-size corrected for multiple comparisons.  

 

 

 


